Forecasting the limits of resilience: integrating empirical research with theory
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Despite the increasing evidence of drastic and profound changes in many ecosystems, often referred to as regime shifts, we have little ability to understand the processes that provide insurance against such change (resilience). Modelling studies have suggested that increased variance may foreshadow a regime shift, but this requires long-term data and knowledge of the functional links between key processes. Field-based research and ground-truthing is an essential part of the heuristic that marries theoretical and empirical research, but experimental studies of resilience are lagging behind theory, management and policy requirements. Empirically, ecological resilience must be understood in terms of community dynamics and the potential for small shifts in environmental forcing to break the feedbacks that support resilience. Here, we integrate recent theory and empirical data to identify ways we might define and understand potential thresholds in the resilience of nature, and thus the potential for regime shifts, by focusing on the roles of strong and weak interactions, linkages in meta-communities, and positive feedbacks between these and environmental drivers. The challenge to theoretical and field ecologists is to make the shift from hindsight to a more predictive science that is able to assist in the implementation of ecosystem-based management.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Earth’s ecosystems are being impacted by human activity on a global scale. These impacts are intense in the coastal zone, which represent some of our most valued ecosystems (Costanza et al. 1997). The current decline in these ecosystems occurs across a broad range of spatial and temporal scales, but rapid and broad-scale changes (regime shifts) are increasingly being described. Such changes can probably be predicted with some level of accuracy, when single environmental or biological drivers are sufficiently strong to force an ecological system into an alternative state. However, there is growing evidence that interactions between intrinsic ecological dynamics and chronic, cumulative or multiple stressor effects can also lead to the loss of resilience and an increased risk of regime shift. These ecosystem shifts are currently impossible to predict (de Young et al. 2008), but the implications are clear: homogenization of communities and ecosystems owing to reductions in foodweb complexity, diversity within functional groups, and biogenic habitat structure, as well as decreases in the size of organisms.

To date, investigations of regime shifts and implied loss of resilience have largely focused on interpreting historical trends (Mantua 2004; Hughes et al. 2005; Andersen et al. 2008; de Young et al. 2008). The development of a forecasting ability to identify increased risk of a regime shift is not only a scientific challenge but would also be a valuable tool for resource managers. Without this ability the best we can hope for is the management of ecosystem components to ensure their adaptive capacity. The costs of not anticipating or preventing unwanted regime shifts are high because of the ecological importance, multiple uses and economic values of intact ecosystems (Hughes et al. 2005). Coastal zones have been central to the development of human societies, and we have undoubtedly changed the nature of these ecosystems (Lotze et al. 2006; Airoldi & Beck 2007). Nonetheless rapid changes in these ecosystems are still occurring usually associated with human use, exploitation and the indirect impacts of climate change.

At present, a major barrier to forecasting shifts in resilience of these ecosystems is the disparity between theory and what is practically testable or measurable in the real world. Here we review recent studies to gain insight into the ecological mechanisms that underpin resilience, and
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suggest designs for field experiments that can help us understand and identify the feedback processes that hold the system in a particular state and thus characterize resilience.

2. DEFINING RESILIENCE AND REGIME SHIFTS
Regime shifts are drastic broad-scale changes in species composition and function (de Young et al. 2008). Regime shifts are often described by thresholds, step-trends, criticality, rapid transitions or tipping points. From an oceanographic perspective, a regime shift is the result of environmental forcing, but regime shifts can also occur because of changes in ecological relationships. Regime shifts reflect major changes in the functionality of ecological systems implying that detection of change is not just a matter of statistical significance. We are most likely to detect a regime shift because of the loss of specific species or groups that are functionally important and our ability to detect shifts will depend on sampling opportunities over different scales for different ecosystem components (de Young et al. 2008).

Resilience was first used in an ecological context by Holling (1973) and its definition has been extensively discussed (Gunderson 2000). Although it is often implicit that we are referring to broad-scale changes, resilience can apply at the local patch scale as well as the regional scale (Dayton et al. 1984), with patchiness and changes in spatial structure able to be generated by self-organization (Pascual & Guichard 2005). Essentially there are two fundamentally different definitions of resilience: (i) the potential for recovery from disturbance (Pimm 1991), sometimes called engineering resilience, and (ii) a variable that represents the movement of an ecosystem within and between stability domains (corresponding to the size of the basin of attraction in ecosystems with alternative stable states), also called ecological resilience (Ludwig et al. 1997; Gunderson 2000). Engineering resilience may lead to an empirical measurement of resilience, but is not directly related to the theory of regime shifts, whereas ecological resilience can be measured directly only when long time series of the variables describing and governing the system are available. Additionally, a strict mathematical evaluation of the size of the basins of attraction might be difficult for natural systems where observational and process noise are present (Sugihara 1994). Certainly, assessing resilience and stability of systems that can shift in state, function and values will require more than a single metric (Peterson et al. 1998).

Differences in definitions can create confusion over the implications of maintaining resilience. Degraded systems often show hysteric responses in terms of recovery to more valued states (Scheffer et al. 2001). For example, macrobenthic communities in degraded ecosystems typically have low functionality and are dominated by small rapidly growing and highly mobile species, which recover quickly following local disturbance. Such degraded benthic communities thus have high engineering resilience (Thrush & Whitlatch 2001; Troell et al. 2005), though they lack the capacity of a system to adapt or transform, which is perhaps the most tractable definition of resilience from a resource management perspective (Gunderson 2000).

We can also consider ecological resilience as the ability of a system to maintain its identity in the face of both internal and external drivers (Cumming et al. 2005). This represents an insurance against potentially adverse changes in the delivery of ecosystem goods and services. Thus resilience is not only a property of an ecological system but is an important ecological service, offering insurance against loss of valued functions. Broadening the concept of resilience into social-ecological systems emphasizes the importance of defining the ecological and social context (Carpenter et al. 2001; Folke et al. 2004; Carpenter et al. 2005). Unfortunately, perspectives on values, states and trends are easily biased by shifting baselines that plague ecological comparisons when information on ecosystem history is limited (Dayton 1989; Dayton et al. 1998; Duarte et al. 2009).

The ecological background and the number of definitions highlight the importance of understanding ecological and environmental context and defining scales of space, time and biological organization when assessing resilience.

3. INDICATORS OF REGIME SHIFTS AND CHANGES TO RESILIENCE IN ECOLOGICAL TIME SERIES
Increased temporal variability and various aspects of variability in the ecosystem have been investigated as potential early-warning signals of an approaching regime shift. Carpenter & Brock (2006) explored changes in the standard deviation of key biological- and linked-physical variables derived from a 300-year model simulation of a lake ecosystem subjected to variations in nutrient loading and fishing pressure. This analysis indicated that increasing standard deviation could be detected about a decade ahead of the regime shift. Rising variability has also been demonstrated in a time series derived from a social-ecological system model of temporal changes in pollutants and ecosystem services prior to the regime shift (Brock & Carpenter 2006). Another model-based analysis has indicated that changes in skewness in the distribution of time-series data is a model-independent, early-warning signal of either reduced resilience or increased external fluctuations that can tip ecosystems to alternative states (Guttal & Jayaprakash 2008). However, it is unlikely that such long and perfectly sampled time series can be generated in nature. Even when long-term observational data is available, the timing of changes in different-ecosystem response variables may be lagged, confusing early-warning signals. Long-term studies of the benthic communities off the NE coast of England have shown increased interannual variability and decreased multi-variate stability (Warwick et al. 2002), but only after abrupt changes in the water column associated with a regime shift (Reid et al. 2001).

The availability of data and analytical and interpretational problems often limit the identification of regime shifts (Collie et al. 2004), and thus the development of methods assessing resilience. However, a wide array of statistical techniques has been applied to identify thresholds and step changes in ecological time series (Rodionov 2005; Weijerman et al. 2005; Andersen et al. 2008; Zaldivar et al. 2008). Empirical testing, with real and thus short and noisy ecological time series, is needed to ground-truth forecasts of increased risk of a
regime shift. Zaldivar et al. (2008) demonstrated the usefulness of recurrence-quantification analysis and recurrence plots for exploring whether regime shifts occur with shorter time series that include noise, but they did not propose a technique for analysing the likelihood of a regime-shift occurring. Trends of decreasing abundance in a key species or rate of a key function to levels below that found during natural cycles in abundance (as determined by CUSUM, control charts, and critical F-tests, (e.g. Anderson & Thompson 2004; Andersen et al. 2008) may indicate risk of a regime shift. A logical extension of these methods is that increasing deviance from natural levels indicates risk of regime shift, with the risk increasing with increased deviance from previously defined natural variability. Determining the ‘natural’ variability of a system, relative to variability in environmental forcing, is a major challenge, and the speed with which we can make these determinations is an essential factor influencing the ability of managers to act (Biggs et al. 2009; Contamin & Ellison 2009).

Most studies proposing indicators of regime shifts also emphasize the need for knowledge of ecological mechanisms and feedbacks (Brock & Carpenter 2006; Carpenter & Brock 2006). Thus regime shifts have been identified as a result of changes in productivity (Ware & Thomson 2005), shifts in the timing of events leading to decoupling of processes (Edwards & Richardson 2004), changes in recruitment and juvenile mortality (Casini et al. 2009) as well as prior shifts in key environmental factors (Weijerman et al. 2005). However, such profound knowledge of the important ecological mechanisms that underpin these patterns is often lacking, emphasizing that assessing risk of a regime shift will depend on the relative importance of the variables for which data are available.

4. IDENTIFYING THRESHOLDS AND DESIGNING STUDIES TO IMPROVE OUR UNDERSTANDING OF RESILIENCE

Measuring resilience requires determining whether there are thresholds that separate different stability domains, and at present the only sure way to detect a threshold in a natural system is to cross it (Carpenter 2003). However, we should be able to identify signs of shifts in ecosystems that forecast the risk of abrupt future change. This requires deriving tests from theoretical studies and identifying empirical information on the key processes and rates that control how communities and ecosystems respond to changes in environmental forcing. In particular, we need to determine how spatial structure in communities and ecosystems interacts with disturbance regimes and recovery dynamics (Pascual & Guichard 2005). We also need to be able to describe when positive feedbacks between fast and slow processes are most likely to decouple, because these links are key in defining dynamics (van Nes et al. 2007; Rietkerk & Van de Koppel 2008). Such profound knowledge of the important ecological mechanisms that underpin these patterns is often lacking, because they emerge from the interaction of processes operating on different space and time scales. The key issues that still need to be addressed are defining exactly how close a system is to a threshold and what can we actually measure in natural ecosystems to better understand resilience and forewarn us of drastic change.

Table 1. Community dynamics, feedbacks and thresholds in resilience of coastal marine ecosystems.

| key processes containing thresholds | mechanisms maintaining resilience | how increased stress or disturbance can influence transitions density, size or spatial arrangement of key species drop below threshold for functional performance. stress or disturbance affects all species within functional group; other aspects of the natural history of individual species limit the potential for replacement variability in community structure increases moving away from a basin of attraction |
|-----------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| loss of diversity within functional groups | key species form habitats, and drive fluxes of energy and matter, patterns of species interaction diversity within functional groups maintains stable function in the face of change |
| recovery to ambient conditions slow and variation in recovery of disturbed areas increases | intrinsic interactions between species and local habitat during recovery processes facilitate recovery dynamics. Neighbouring habitats supply colonists with diverse functional traits |
| decrease in β-diversity and meta-community connectivity | low β-diversity and high connectivity in a landscape ensure continuous supply of species to recover disturbed patches |

Empirically testable hypotheses that could contribute to our understanding of the mechanisms that underpin resilience must focus on the interactions of species and processes that bind and define the system, together with how these factors respond to stress within their environmental and ecological context (table 1). Given that resilience can be affected by chronic and cumulative effects, experiments within the landscape should be designed to capture variations in responses along stress gradients or encompass variations in connectivity (meta-community dynamics). A powerful way to understand such context dependency in experimental results is to array sites along environmental gradients (figure 1) (Hewitt et al. 2007). While resilience and regime shifts are temporal concepts, thresholds can occur spatially (e.g. patch boundaries) and understanding these spatial thresholds could provide useful insight into processes and interactions around thresholds.
Cumming et al. (2005) developed a framework for the empirical measurement of resilience. Their approach involved the identification of a key set of variables that characterize changes in the system in terms of structure, functional networks and variation in space and time. This framework emphasizes the need for good information on natural history and ecological and environmental context within which experiments assessing resilience can be tested.

The ecological context in which the experiment will be conducted is particularly important (figure 2). For example, when simple systems are being studied we need to consider whether they reflect systems where physiological stressors restrict the range of available species (e.g. saltmarsh, high shore or desert habitats) or represent a disturbance end-member community dominated by fast-growing opportunistic species. This is consistent with resilience theory, in that the aspects of a system that confer resilience depend on context, including spatial configuration and change over time (Holling 2001). From a dynamics perspective we may have little idea a priori where the system subjected to experimental study sits relative to a threshold or within a basin of attraction, although ecological understanding should provide some insight.

Resilience of degraded communities often makes it difficult for the system to return to its previous, non-degraded state limiting the potential for restoration (Schaefer et al. 2001). Four explicit tests for the presence of a hysteresis effect have been proposed by Schroder et al. (2005): (i) discontinuity in the response to an environmental driver; (ii) lack of recovery potential after a perturbation; (iii) divergence owing to different initial conditions; and (iv) random divergence. They analysed 35 experimental studies using the minimum turnover of individuals in terms of lifespan to assess the stability of different states and found that although there was evidence of hysteresis effects in some systems, there was a range of potential system dynamics that resulted in context-dependent results.

(a) Ecological mechanisms that may underpin resilience

In most natural ecosystems a variety of processes interact and diverse communities consisting of multiple species and guilds with a wide range of biological traits are represented. This diversity is, at present, poorly accommodated in theoretical models, but integration requires the relative importance of processes, and feedbacks between them, to be empirically tested. Here we review recent applications to gain insight into the ecological mechanisms that may underpin resilience and are testable with well-designed field experiments. While it may be possible to directly measure engineering resilience (as the inverse of recovery rate), direct measures of ecological resilience may not be possible. Nevertheless, experiments can provide valuable insight into the processes, feedbacks and thresholds that underpin system dynamics and thus ecological resilience.

(b) Functional loss of key species

Key species that dominate local function are relatively easily identified by manipulative experiments (Paine 1980). Although the role of species may change with scale, the rate of processes in which a species plays a functional role are usually defined by a combination of size, density and spatial arrangement (Thrush & Dayton 2002). Thus key species do not have to go locally extinct to affect ecosystem performance.

Intertidal rocky-shore experiments provide many examples of successional processes ranging from inhibition to facilitation involving limpets, turf algae, barnacles and mussels, with many nuances influenced by environmental variables such as relative desiccation, shade, and sediment trapping. Dominant species are not necessarily resistant to stress, particularly stressors outside their evolutionary history. For example, an investigation of engineering resilience in fucoid-dominated rocky-shore communities highlighted that while the key structurally dominant species increased diversity, these high diversity treatments responded poorly to heat stress (Allison 2004). These effects highlight the importance of individual species in driving ecosystem responses and the fact that it is easier to detect diversity shifts in more diverse assemblages as they have more species to lose. Other experiments on the removal of dominant fucoids have failed to identify functional replacement, indicating little buffering should these species be lost or severely reduced in abundance (Schiel 2006).

In soft-sediment habitats, major shifts in ecosystem performance are often associated with changes in species that influence sediment stability or nutrient processing (Lohrer et al. 2004; Norkko et al. 2006a; van Nes et al. 2007). Coastal and estuarine habitats have long been subjected to the direct exploitation of resources and impacts associated with the development of adjacent catchments (Airoldi & Beck 2007). Historical reconstructions have highlighted that the loss of suspension-feeding bivalves from these systems have profoundly influenced trophic relationships and ecosystem function (Nichols et al. 1986; Lotze et al. 2006; Airoldi et al. 2008). While most studies of regime-shift focus on the loss of species and ecosystem services, shifts can also increase ecological values. Petersen et al. (2008) argue that hydrodynamic
changes as a result of coastal engineering activity slightly increased the salinity of a Danish fjord, enabling colonization by suspension-feeding bivalves with concomitant changes in trophic relations and water clarity. More generally, however, eutrophication-induced hypoxia and anoxia reduce the role of deep-burrowing, and bioturbating taxa that are functionally important in organic matter recycling. Conely et al. (2007) have argued that loss of benthic fauna and altered energy pathways is the reason why major reductions of nutrients to coastal waters have not resulted in improvements in eutrophication status.

These examples illustrate that species that play major roles in influencing habitat, recovery rates or energy transfer can affect resilience (see also Ludwig et al. 1997). They also highlight the potential for a mismatch in temporal scales between field experiments and theoretical predictions, owing to contingent effects associated with the characteristics of the local species pool or the life-history characteristics of dominant species. Once the relationships between specific key species and ecosystem functions are defined, then experiments on the response of the key species to stressors should provide meaningful insight into the risk of a regime shift (figure 1). Albeit, identifying and predicting the responses of species to stressors may be complicated by variations in the sensitivity of a species to a stressor across landscapes (Fleeger et al. 2003; Johnston & Keough 2005; Thrush et al. 2008c).

Whether systems dominated by strong or weak interactions are less ecologically resilient is still contentious. Weak interactions could mean that there is less likely to be a regime shift because the positive feedbacks with key dominants are not important and species substitutions can maintain specific functions. Here, hypotheses should focus on the influence of diversity within functional groups within the context of key functions for specific habitats. Weak interactions and rare species can influence resilience as individual species respond differently to changes in species composition or environmental factors (Walker et al. 1999; Jonsson & Malmqvist 2000). This emphasizes that resilience in some communities will be maintained by diversity within functional groups to ensure that the group encompasses a range of environmental response capabilities. Thus experiments conducted across locations with different within-functional group diversities should reveal where faster responses to changes in resource or environmental changes are occurring. The significance of particular groups of traits will depend on the exact nature of the stress to which the system is subjected and how individual species, often at low density, respond to that stress.

5. ADAPTING DISTURBANCE-RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS TO MEASURE RESILIENCE

Recovery is the culmination of interactions between species (dominance, inhibition or facilitation) and extrinsic factors (e.g. colonist supply and environmental setting) making it a direct measure of engineering resilience and providing useful information to define ecological resilience (Dayton et al. 1992). In some circumstances, species colonizing after disturbance can resist the establishment of other species and limit recovery for decades (Dayton et al. 1984). Recovery from disturbance is also often scale-dependent, with the area disturbed not only influencing the rate and mode of colonist supply, but also the role of bio-physical and species interactions in the recovery of the disturbed patch (Thrush et al. 1996; Norkko et al. 2006b). Moreover, despite recovery being a key ecological process defining how ecological systems...
are likely to respond to changes in the disturbance regime, context-dependent results are common. Thus, if we are to use such experiments, we must develop a framework that focuses on explaining how processes operating on different scales influence recovery dynamics rather than merely documenting differences in recovery. To achieve this, context dependency must be woven into the experimental design.

Experiments arrayed across stress gradients are useful. This approach has recently been employed in assaying the resilience of a Spartina alterniflora salt marsh. Slocum & Mendelsohn (2008) postulated that more stressed locations would recover more slowly and the incidence of failure to recover should increase. The authors concluded that their small-scale disturbance experiments accurately assessed variations in stress responses along the stress gradient and highlighted some interesting indirect effects in stressed areas owing to variations in the Spartina patch morphology that limited vegetative expansion into denuded areas, possibly because the system had not yet crossed over into the more resilient but degraded state.

For a species-rich and functionally diverse system subject to a perturbation or stress we would predict that the recovery response from small-scale disturbance should lead to divergence in community composition (multi-variate variability, community dissimilarity). This divergence should increase as the pull of the key processes that define the attractor weaken. These effects should also strengthen as the spatial grain of experimental disturbance increases. There is some support for this hypothesis from studies of variability in benthic communities along stress gradients (Warwick & Clarke 1993). Unfortunately, detecting the edge of the basin of attraction for the noisy time series that characterize natural ecosystems can only be done by tracking the increased variability in community composition, emphasizing the usefulness of studying spatial gradients or employing small-scale disturbance experiments as assays. Interpretation of spatial or temporal trends must be done cognizant that changes to variance in the abundance of a species or a community parameter in response to stress are likely to be dependant on the spatial or temporal structure, e.g. changes in aggregation of populations in relation to mean abundance (Taylor 1961; Rosewell et al. 1990). Depending on the scale of experiments, interactions between biogenic heterogeneity and disturbance are likely to be highly nonlinear. Disturbance may well increase community heterogeneity up to a point, with heterogeneity later crashing when the habitat-forming or functionally important species are lost from the system.

van Nes & Scheffer (2007) provided a theoretical context to empirical testing by demonstrating with complex system models that the rate of recovery from small perturbations (engineering resilience) is a remarkably good indicator of ecological resilience. Their models predict that recovery rates should slow close to a threshold; resulting in increased spatial variance across the landscape (they do note, however, that this behaviour is not restricted to a regime shift). The potential utility of this approach has been assessed in tracking large-scale regime shifts. Litzow et al. (2008) were able to identify increased spatial variance one year ahead of a climate associated regime shift in the Gulf of Alaska, and three years ahead of the overfishing related regime shift on the Scotian shelf. Less specific evidence of alternate states and non-equilibrium communities can also be found in the divergence of communities in multi-variate space (Vandermeer et al. 2004). However, recent experimental studies indicate that the nature and duration of disturbance events relative to time scales of species response can influence community trajectories and the potential for multiple community states emerge (Houseman et al. 2008).

6. THE ROLE OF CONNECTIVITY AMONG COMMUNITIES

Metacommunity structure and connectivity are likely to influence resilience across landscapes (Holyoak et al. 2005). Localized disturbance within the landscape limits the availability of potential colonists to other disturbed patches, this can slow recovery rates and in particular reduce the recovery of slow-growing and poorly dispersing species (Pascual & Guichard 2005; Crooks & Sanjayan 2006). This contributes to the loss of biogenic habitats and fragmentation across landscapes with the concomitant loss of diversity (Thrush et al. 2006). Thrush et al. (2008b) conducted a disturbance-recovery experiment across spatial gradients of community type and environmental conditions and demonstrated that community recovery rates were controlled by a combination of physical features and the geographical extent of specific ecological communities and their connectivity.

Beta-diversity can be viewed as either a measure of turnover in species richness (in space or time) or a measure of the isolation of an individual location’s species richness from the regional species pool. In the latter metacommunity context, β-diversity can be considered an inverse measure of ecological connectivity. From this perspective, as a region approaches a threshold shifting the system into a species-poor state, we would predict a slight loss of species from the regional species pool (γ-diversity) and increasing variability in α-diversity across sites within the region, owing to cumulative impacts and increased local loss of habitat forming species as the patches of communities dominated by slow growing and poor dispersing species fragment across the landscape. Despite the slight decrease in γ-diversity, the changes in α-diversity should increase the average β-diversity and reduce the ecological connectivity between locations.

7. THE TAKE-HOME MESSAGE

Predicting the limit to resilience and the concomitant loss of ecosystem goods and services is a profound challenge to both empirical and theoretical ecology. Empirical ecologists must meet this challenge with well-designed experiments and monitoring studies that encompass the interaction of processes operating over different scales of space and time. Empiricists and theoreticians together need to develop the ability to predict when cumulative effects pass ecological thresholds beyond which recovery is limited and ecosystem services are degraded. While no simple methods for achieving this are currently available, past empirical research points to some probable
directions: experimental tests of hypotheses about potential factors generating thresholds in community dynamics (Table 1); adaptation of disturbance-recovery experiments along gradients and across scales; and recognition of the potential for different results among systems driven by key species or weak interactions and degraded versus diverse systems. Importantly, empirical studies will not be sufficient alone, as measured resilience will be relative and context-dependent. Instead we need the development, testing and verification of models that incorporate empirical measurements and identify the positive feedbacks that will drive systems to rapid change.

Despite our present inability to measure ecological resilience, there are still important implications for ecological management with escalating degradative ecological change occurring as alterations in the disturbance regime feedback onto local and regional changes in ecological communities (Folke et al. 2004). The over-arching science question we need to address is how much exploitation, disturbance or stress can a particular ecosystem withstand without the loss of resilience and a range of other ecosystem services and values. In most cases we cannot yet answer these questions with certainty, but frameworks are beginning to be developed to inform managers whether specific ecosystems are likely to exhibit alternative stable states and regime shifts (Suding & Hobbs 2009). There will need to be some adaptation of these frameworks for application to different ecosystems owing to sampling opportunities, differences in spatial structures, connectivity, and functional interactions. Until our ability to predict shifts in resilience improves, management and policy should focus on insurance and capacity maintenance, e.g. managing habitats in light of differences in connectivity and disturbance regimes, creating reserves, and ensuring the viability of key species that drive ecosystem function and enhance biodiversity. Managing to ensure resilience can be used to draw attention to ecological dynamics across scales as well as quantitatively linking the dynamics of ecosystem state and function to societal functions of uses and values. The ensuing dialogue should have benefits for both the development of ecosystem-based management and underpinning research. In particular, as resilience implies that ecological systems do not simply track environmental forcing, the adoption of this term into management will de-emphasize treating environmental stress as a simple dose-dependent problem. Instead it promotes a focus on the need: to recognize ecosystem response and the potential for feedbacks to be broken; and to provide ecological buffers to change.
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